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Abstract

This paper considers techniques for capturing 3D infor-
mation from image sequences for applications in film and
TV production. The potential applications fall into two
classes, one requiring 3D data that can be represented as
a depth map from a single viewpoint, and the other requir-
ing a full 3D model. Applications for both classes of data
are briefly reviewed, and current work on 3D data cap-
ture in two EU-funded projects is described. The MetaVi-
sion project is considering depth map acquisition, and re-
sults based on a three-camera stereo system are presented.
The development of a multi-camera system using widely-
separated cameras in a studio environment is being carried
out as a part of the ORIGAMI project.

1. Introduction

3D models are being increasingly used in film and TV
production. Techniques using models constructed and ani-
mated manually are now commonplace, with such models
often being incorporated into conventional camera images.
However, the creation of 3D models directly from real ob-
jects or scenes is still a developing field. Some methods
exist for modelling static environments and objects, such as
active sensors using lasers or structured light, or software
packages which allow the manual creation of 3D models
from a number of still images.

The creation of 3D models of moving scenes is particu-
larly challenging, and there are no commercially-available
systems in widespread use. One reason for this is that sys-
tems requiring even limited manual intervention become
impractical to use when sequences of many thousands of
images need to be processed. Another reason is that any
inconsistencies in the model between successive frames be-
come very obvious when the model is viewed as a sequence.

Before considering methods for creating 3D models
from moving scenes, it is useful to consider the different
kinds of shape representation that may be required. A
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Figure 1. Different classes of quality in shape
representation

method of classifying different levels of shape representa-
tion was proposed in [7], in which four classes were identi-
fied, as shown in figure 1.

Class I represents an image as a flat plane, existing at
some point in space. This is sufficient for controlling a sim-
ple masking processes when adding virtual elements to a
real scene, so that the entire image plane (which will gener-
ally include an alpha (or transparency) channel to represent
2D shape) behaves as if it is at a particular depth in a model.
An example of the generation of such a representation is the
measurement of the depth of an actor in a virtual studio, by
tracking one point on the actor (such as their head). Whilst
it is relatively easy to obtain, this class of depth information
has very limited application.

Class II extends this to include depth information for
each point on the object visible from a given viewpoint, al-
lowing more complicated effects such as segmentation by
depth, or the casting of shadows of virtual objects onto the
real one. However, the object can still only be viewed from
positions close to or coincident with the camera that cap-
tured the image.

Classes III and IV represent complete 3D models which
can be viewed from any direction, and cannot be created us-
ing information from a single viewpoint. Class III has only
coarse information, sufficient for some applications such as



synthesising of arbitrary views from some distance away, or
interactive applications such as computer games where low
polygon count is important. Class IV has sufficient surface
detail to allow viewing close-up, and high-quality simula-
tion of lighting and shadow effects.

The derivation of information in class II is discussed in
section 2, in which work being carried out in the MetaVi-
sion project is reported. Section 3 deals with work in the
ORIGAMI project on derivation of information in classes
III and IV. Results from both projects are presented in sec-
tion 4, and conclusions are given in section 5.

2 3D information in the form of depth maps

2.1 Context of the work: MetaVision

MetaVision is an EU-funded project in the Framework
5 programme, which is considering applications of meta-
data in the production chain. The project is using the term
“metadata” in a broader context than it is usually applied,
and includes “image-based metadata”, such as a depth map
of the scene. The project is looking at methods of acquir-
ing such metadata, and applications that can benefit from its
use. Further background on the project can be found at [1].

The main applications for depth metadata being ad-
dressed by the project are in post-production:

� Insertion of virtual elements into real scenes: this typi-
cally requires the modelling of the ground in the image
(to allow the casting of shadows of the virtual object),
and segmentation of the image to create a mask signal
so that real foreground objects will obscure inserted
virtual objects behind them.

� Insertion of real elements into virtual scenes: this may
require segmentation to separate the part of the image
to be inserted, although conventional techniques such
as chroma-key can also be used for this. Some rough
modelling of the object surface is useful to add realism
to effects such as shadow-casting and reflections onto
virtual scene elements. More detailed surface shape
information can be used to allow lighting effects on
the inserted object to be simulated (“relighting”).

� Special effects on real images: effects such as simu-
lated fog or reduced depth-of-field can be simulated
using depth information.

The project has carried out a survey into possible meth-
ods for capturing depth information, details of which can
be found in [6]. The survey concluded that no single depth
acquisition method meets all the potential requirements.
There are promising new methods under development that
may be applicable in indoor environments for ranges up to

about 10m [8], but stereo-based methods appear to be the
only practical method for outdoor environments, and can
operate with long ranges by using wide baselines.

Given that no single technique suits all applications, the
architecture of the MetaVision system was chosen to be in-
dependent of the choice of depth measurement method. The
system will capture “raw” depth information (in whatever
image-based form it is produced) and store it together with
an indication of the kind of processing that should be ap-
plied in order to generate depth information.

We chose to develop a stereo-based system in the project,
and in this case the raw information will consist of two ad-
ditional image streams from two auxiliary cameras placed
either side of the main camera. Off-line stereo analysis soft-
ware will be used to generate depth maps, using the main
and auxiliary images.

2.2 Requirements for depth-from-stereo in
MetaVision

The MetaVision camera will capture three video signals,
one from the main high-resolution colour camera, and two
from lower resolution auxiliary cameras positioned either
side of the main camera. The auxiliary cameras are small
monochrome cameras with normal TV resolution, whereas
the main camera will have HDTV resolution or beyond. It
is not practical to use high resolution colour cameras for the
auxiliary cameras due to constraints of size, cost and data
capture bandwidth.

The auxiliary cameras are synchronised with the main
camera. We are currently using a conventional resolution
main camera, with all cameras at 25Hz progressive, al-
though when the main MetaVision camera becomes avail-
able it will run at a higher speed and the auxiliary cameras
will run at a sub-multiple of its rate.

This camera rig configuration places particular require-
ments on the stereo analysis algorithm:

� The stereo analysis algorithm should be able to work
with multiple images (i.e. a multi-baseline algorithm),
and compute a depth map coincident with the cen-
tral camera, generating a sensible depth value for each
pixel even in the presence of occlusions in one image
pair.

� It should be robust to mismatches in DC luminance
between images, since it will be difficult to get exact
match between the spectral response and gains of the
main and auxiliary cameras.

� Small calibration errors should not unduly influence
the quality of the depth map. There are several prac-
tical reasons why maintaining an accurately-calibrated
camera rig will be impractical: The main camera will



generally be fitted with a zoom lens and zoom/focus
sensors; highly accurate focal length values are diffi-
cult to obtain from such a system even with careful lens
calibration. The mechanical mounting arrangement of
the auxiliary cameras must allow them to be detached
for transportation, making it difficult to re-mount cam-
eras in precisely the same position.

� Computed depth maps should be consistent for consec-
utive images, to avoid artefacts from temporal noise.
This implies the use of temporal prediction and con-
sistency algorithms.

� It should work with wide-baseline images for situa-
tions where depth measurements are required for dis-
tant objects. For example, a disparity range of over
100 pixels could easily be produced if both near and
far objects are visible in a scene.

� It should be capable of producing depth maps at the
full resolution of the auxiliary cameras, with a pro-
cessing time that is of the same order as other post-
production operations (e.g. 1 minute/frame or faster).

2.3 Review of existing depth-from-stereo algo-
rithms

There are a large number of stereo analysis algorithms
published, and software to implement some of these is also
publicly available. Algorithms can be classified as either
area-based or feature-based, depending on whether they
match blocks of pixels or features such as points or line seg-
ments. Area-based algorithms are more suitable for com-
puting the dense depth maps that we require.

All area-based stereo analysis algorithms use the same
underlying principle of searching for matching regions in
the right and left images. Images are often “rectified” before
processing, that is they undergo an affine transform to make
them resemble images from perfect “pinhole” cameras, with
coplanar sensors and parallel rows and columns of pixels,
and where the line joining the camera centres is parallel to
the pixel rows. This allows the search process to be confined
to horizontal offsets.

Algorithms differ markedly in the method used to select
the disparity values. In addition to taking account of the de-
gree of luminance match, some implicit or explicit smooth-
ness constraints are usually applied to prevent false matches
from producing a noisy disparity map. These constraints
may also take account of the possibility of a pixel being at
or near an object boundary, to prevent the smoothing pro-
cess from destroying boundary information. Another com-
mon constraint used is the so-called ordering constraint, that
forces the order of pixels projected onto the object to be the
same in each image.

We carried out some tests with an algorithm [5] which
uses Dynamic Programming to select the maximum likeli-
hood disparity estimates along each scan line. This enforces
smoothness and ordering constraints in a horizontal direc-
tion only, so it can give rise to some noise on vertical edges
which varies randomly from frame-to-frame. The Dynamic
Programming approach is not amenable to extension to two
dimensions, so a more complex optimisation strategy would
be needed.

An example of a two-dimensional optimisation strategy
is Maximum Flow, which has been used as the basis of the
optimisation process in a stereo algorithm [13] to determine
depth estimates for each pixel. Although the algorithm can
in theory be applied to systems with more than two cam-
eras, the software publicly available only processes pairs of
images, which need to be rectified. We found that the algo-
rithm was very computationally-intensive, requiring many
minutes to process a half-resolution image. The process-
ing time and memory requirements increased rapidly with
larger image size and disparity range, making it impractical
to process full-resolution images. The depth maps produced
appeared to be plausible and smooth, but were not always
accurate, particularly in the presence of DC luminance mis-
matches between images. Some examples of images we
processed were shown in [6]. We tried applying a spatial
high-pass filter to the images to reduce the effect of bright-
ness differences, but this appeared to make the results worse
rather than better. This may be explained by the fact that the
algorithm works by matching luminance levels of individ-
ual pixels, rather than by explicitly correlating local image
areas.

We therefore concluded that this algorithm in its present
form was not suitable for this application. It would need
further development and optimisation to work with full-
resolution images with large disparity ranges and to make
it insensitive to DC offsets.

2.4 Development of a multi-baseline algorithm
with implicit smoothness constraints

The algorithms tested above both apply explicit smooth-
ness constraints in an optimisation process. It is generally
simpler to use implicit smoothness constraints, for example
by using relatively large regions to measure image correla-
tion. When large blocks are used, a very large proportion
of the image material used in the correlation process for ad-
jacent samples is the same, so a similar disparity value will
often be found. However, this approach does not guarantee
smoothness if disparity values are chosen for a block with-
out reference to neighbouring blocks. Furthermore, use of
a large region in the correlation process leads to very poor
performance on object boundaries; boundaries in the dis-
parity map can be displaced by approaching half the width



of the correlation region compared to their true position.
One solution to the problems of smoothness is given

in [4], in the context of motion estimation. This shows
how a spatially-recursive system can be used both to re-
duce the number of candidate vectors to be tested and to
encourage smoothness. Two spatially-recursive estimators
are run in opposite directions across the image, each pro-
ducing a smoothly-varying displacement field, and the out-
put is formed by selecting the one giving the lowest match
error for each pixel. Similar techniques have recently been
applied to single-baseline stereo, as a means of initialising
a gradient-based pixel-recursive disparity estimator [14].

We have looked at how a spatially-recursive approach
can be adapted for multi-baseline stereo. The key concept
in multi-baseline stereo [11] is to compute the match er-
ror for a given disparity between two or more image pairs
simultaneously, and add the errors together. This tends to
reduce the possibility of false matches, as more information
is used to determine the goodness of a match.

However, in regions which are occluded in one image
pair, no useful match will be found. A relatively simple
way of measuring disparities in the presence of occlusions
in one image pair, which has been used in the context of
revealed and obscured background detection in motion esti-
mation [17], is to compare the match errors for each image
pair. Where the errors are similar, the final match error is
set to the average of the two. Where one pair gives a signifi-
cantly lower match error than the other pair, the match error
for this disparity is set equal to the lowest match error plus
a weighting factor, which serves to bias selection towards
using “two-sided” matches.

The algorithm we are developing uses this approach to
compute the cost for the images from our three-camera rig.
A spatially-recursive estimation process similar to that in
[4] is used to determine the disparity values to test for each
pixel. In addition to estimating the horizontal disparity, the
algorithm can also account for small vertical displacements
caused by imperfect camera calibration and image rectifica-
tion. Similarly, we take account of the fact that a disparity
measured between the central and left camera may not be
precisely the same as that measured between the central and
right camera. These small adjustment processes also use the
spatially-recursive estimation procedure, so it is only neces-
sary to test disparities within +/-1 pixel of that measured for
the adjacent pixel to account for vertical shifts and disparity
differences varying by many pixels across the whole image.

The matching cost function that we have used is based
on a simple sum-of-modulus-differences over a rectangular
image region centred on each output pixel. The mean DC
level over the block is subtracted from each pixel value be-
fore computing the differences so that changes in average
brightness have no effect on the computed cost.

Some results obtained using this algorithm are presented

Figure 2. Multi-camera studio setup

in section 4.

3 Complete 3D descriptions from multiple
cameras

3.1 Context of the work: ORIGAMI

Depth maps as used in the previous section give only an
incomplete 3D description of a scene. This is sufficient for
many applications in post-production and interactive use,
especially if the viewpoint of the virtual camera is fixed and
is the same or nearly the same as the real camera system. If
the viewpoint of the virtual camera is moving significantly
form the original viewpoint is becomes quite obvious that
the underlying 3D object is only a relief or 2.5D because
there is nothing “behind” the relief. For such applications a
complete 3D description is needed as depicted in figure 1.

Furthermore complete 3D descriptions are needed for
creation of full optical interactions between real and virtual
scene elements, as often used in special effects or virtual
studio scenarios. The most important optical interactions
are:

� occlusions,

� shadows (casting and receiving) and

� reflections.

Early virtual studio systems and indeed most recent ones
do not provide an optical interaction between virtual and
real parts because the composition is using 2D technology
only (2D composition). The lack of optical interactions re-
sults in either a lack of plausibility of the final composition
or in restrictions on their use (e.g. avoidance of occluding
objects and shadows).



The EU-funded project ORIGAMI [2, 3] addresses full
3D scene composition for achieving full optical interaction
between real and virtual scenes. Therefore the real scene
elements are virtualized. That means a 3D description of
them is created using 3D reconstruction techniques. The
3D description is then imported into a commercial 3D ani-
mation package together with the virtual parts of the same
scene graph. The optical interaction is then established just
by using the render functionality of the animation package
that copes inherently with occlusions, shadows and reflec-
tions.

This section covers the studio-based multi-camera sys-
tem developed in ORIGAMI for capturing moving 3D
scenes, typically actors. Current experiments are using 6
fixed, calibrated cameras and one moving camera equipped
with the free-D camera tracking system developed by the
BBC. The studio setup is depicted in figure 2. The studio
is equipped with a special retro-reflective cloth. Around
the lens of each camera is a ring of blue LEDs. The
light reflected from the retro-reflective cloth allows a robust
chroma key of the images.

The studio system also includes an on-set visualisation
that gives feedback to actors, camera operators and the di-
rector.

3.2 Requirements and choice of algorithms

The prime goal in ORIGAMI is to develop a system
that gives more control over the camera settings (viewpoint,
zoom, ..) and lighting in post-production. That means it is
possible to change the camera perspective and lighting situ-
ation and also the scene composition (e.g. relative positions
of real and virtual objects) virtually, in a post-production
tool. This requires a full 3D textured model of the scene (ac-
tor). The texture has to contain not only the surface colour
but also surface properties to allow realistic re-lighting of
objects in a lighting situation different to the original light-
ing situation in the studio.

For the basic shape reconstruction of the scenes in the
studio the shape-from-silhouette approach [12, 16, 10] is
a sensible approach, because it makes use of the available
chroma key facility. A disadvantage of the basic shape from
silhouette algorithm is, that no convex structures can be
modelled and also the number of cameras should be high to
give a good shape approximation. The voxel colouring and
shape carving approach [15, 9] makes use of the colour in-
formation, i.e. the differences between the generated model
and the camera images. With a combination of shape-from-
silhouette and voxel colouring it should be possible to create
a reasonable 3D model from a relative low number of cam-
eras that can be fitted into a production studio environment.

Currently, state experiments with shape-from-silhouette
for the shape reconstruction are being carried out. First re-
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Figure 3. Generation of dynamic 3D models
of actors in ORIGAMI

sults are presented in section 4. The shape of the objects is
represented as 3D triangular meshes. To create a coloured
model a texture map is created, as depicted in figure 3. In or-
der to be able to use the generated 3D models in a different
illumination situation the texture maps contain diffuse and
reflective surface properties. For the computation of these
parameters the lighting situation of the studio is measured
and used. An algorithm that makes use of this information
to “un-light” the texture maps is under development.

An important requirement is that the techniques devel-
oped can be applied to dynamic objects and the final re-
sult is a sequence of images. Therefore it is important that
the generated 3D description is also consistent over time,
that means the final sequence should not show any temporal
artefacts. In order to cope with this requirement a recursive
approach will be developed that makes use of the previously
computed 3D shape and texture. This is indicated by the
signal feedback in figure 3.

There is no need for a 3D reconstruction in real-time,
because the final 3D rendering is also an offline process.
For an on-set visualisation which is also a component in the
ORIGAMI project it is useful to have a real-time output.
The quality of this visualisation does not have to meet the
final high-end quality.

4 Results

4.1 Results from the stereo system

The multi-baseline spatially-recursive algorithm was
used to measure the disparity in some sets of images cap-
tured with our experimental camera rig. The central image
of one set is shown in Figure 4. The disparity map mea-
sured using images from both auxiliary cameras is shown
in Figure 5, with smaller disparities (corresponding to more
distant objects) being shown as darker areas. The dispar-
ity range in this image varies from about 65 to 115 pixels.



Figure 4. Central image from set of three im-
ages used for algorithm testing

Figure 6 shows the classification of areas into foreground
(black), visible only from the left (white) or the right (grey).
The measured disparity values show good agreement with
the expected values, with only a few areas showing incor-
rect values coming from false matches. This is despite some
vertical misalignment in some places resulting from poor
calibration, and brightness variations between the images
of up to 10 grey levels in some places. The other algorithms
assessed [5] [13] both produced very poor disparity maps
for these images.

4.2 Results from the multiple camera system

First results of the creation of 3D models from dynamic
scenes in the studio are depicted in figure 7. The person
was captured from 20 positions and the 3D shape was cre-
ated using a shape-from-silhouette algorithm as described
in [10]. The texture map is only representing an ideal dif-
fuse reflection and no compensation for the studio illumina-
tion was carried out.

The algorithm used is able to handle complex topology
including holes. The resulting 3D model can be imported
into a 3D animation package and inserted into a virtual
scene. Figure 8 shows the rendered result of the 3D model
depicted in figure 7 inserted into a simple virtual scene.

5 Conclusions

There are many applications in TV and film post-
production that can benefit from some form of 3D infor-
mation. We are studying two main classes of applications
in two EU projects. Early results from these projects have
been presented.

Figure 5. Disparity measured for central im-
age

Figure 6. Occluded areas of the central image

Figure 7. 3D model using shape-from-
silhouette. Rendered in wireframe (left) and
textured (right) mode.



Figure 8. 3D model from a person inserted
into a virtual scene.

A multi-baseline disparity-estimation algorithm has been
developed in the MetaVision project that uses spatial recur-
sion to efficiently generate smooth disparity fields. It is ro-
bust to brightness differences and calibration errors between
the images, and handles occlusions effectively. We plan to
add an additional temporal predictor, and a cost term based
on temporal consistency.

The first experiments with the ORIGAMI studio sys-
tem show that the shape-from-silhouette algorithm used is
able to create a complex topology of the object includ-
ing holes and gives a good outline. In the middle of the
model depicted in figure 7 some problems are visible. They
are caused by non-removed volume which is a fundamen-
tal limitation of the shape-from-silhouette approach. For
the creation of shadows the resulting 3D models are well
suited as demonstrated in figure 8. For the application of
relighting of the objects a more accurate model may be re-
quired. Therefore extensions of the shape-from-silhouette
algorithm and a sophisticated texturing component are un-
der development.
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